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Abstract

FRAX® is a fracture risk assessment algorithm developed by the World Health Organization in cooperation with other medical organizations and societies. Using easily available clinical information and femoral neck bone mineral density (BMD) measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), when available, FRAX® is used to predict the 10-year probability of hip fracture and major osteoporotic fracture. These values may be included in country specific guidelines to aid clinicians in determining when fracture risk is sufficiently high that the patient is likely to benefit from pharmacological therapy to reduce that risk. Since the introduction of FRAX® into clinical practice, many practical clinical questions have arisen regarding its use. To address such questions, the International Society for Clinical Densitometry (ISCD) and International Osteoporosis Foundations (IOF) assigned task forces to review the best available medical evidence and make recommendations for optimal use of FRAX® in clinical practice. Questions were identified and divided into three general categories. A task force was assigned to investigating the medical evidence in each category and developing clinically useful recommendations. The BMD Task Force addressed issues that included the potential use of skeletal sites other than the femoral neck, the use of technologies other than DXA, and the deletion or addition of clinical data for FRAX® input. The evidence and recommendations were presented to a panel of experts at the ISCD-IOF FRAX® Position Development Conference, resulting in the development of ISCD-IOF Official Positions addressing FRAX®-related issues.
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Background

FRAX® is a fracture risk assessment algorithm developed by the World Health Organization (WHO) in cooperation with other medical organizations and societies. Using easily available clinical information and femoral neck bone mineral density (BMD), when available, FRAX provides an estimation of the 10-year probability of hip fracture and major osteoporotic fracture (hip, clinical vertebral, proximal humerus, distal forearm) in men and women from age 40 to 90 years. FRAX can be used as a component of guidelines for country-specific fracture risk thresholds at which it is likely to be cost-effective to initiate pharmacological therapy to reduce fracture risk. However, the application of FRAX in
clinical practice has raised many questions regarding the information selected for input and the possible underestimation or overestimation of fracture risk in some patients. In order to assist physicians in deriving the greatest possible clinical value from using FRAX, the International Society for Clinical Densitometry (ISCD), in cooperation with the International Osteoporosis Foundation (IOF), convened the FRAX Position Development Conference (PDC) in Bucharest, Romania, on November 14, 2010, following a two-day collaborative meeting of the ISCD and IOF - “Interpretation and Use of FRAX in Clinical Practice.” Three task forces, each of which was divided into subgroups, were asked to review the medical evidence of assigned topics and make recommendations for ISCD-IOF Official Positions at the PDC. This is an overview of the subgroups of the FRAX BMD Task Force- FRAX BMD, FRAX Quantitative Ultrasound (QUS), and FRAX Simplified.

**FRAX BMD Subgroup**

**Subcommittee Chair:** Paul D. Miller  
**Subcommittee Members:** Doug C. Bauer, Patricia Clark, Robert G. Josse, Aliya A. Khan

The ISCD recommends that the diagnosis of osteoporosis in clinical practice be made according to the lowest T-score of the lumbar spine, total hip, femoral neck, or distal 1/3 (33%) radius, if measured, with dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). FRAX currently allows for the input of BMD for only the femoral neck by DXA. For some patients, the femoral neck BMD may not be valid (e.g., structural abnormalities, surgical hardware) or measurable (e.g., patient’s weight exceeds the weight limit of the table, patient unable to be placed on the table due to disability). In others, the BMD at other skeletal sites may be much lower than the femoral neck, suggesting that FRAX may underestimate fracture risk. The FRAX BMD Subgroup was asked to review the evidence supporting the use of lumbar spine and distal 1/3 radius BMD to predict fracture risk and whether these skeletal sites should be included in the FRAX algorithm.

**FRAX QUS Subgroup**

**Subcommittee Chair:** Judith E. Adams  
**Subcommittee Members:** Robert A. Adler, Glen M. Blake, Didier B. Hans, Marc-Antoine Krieg, Alireza Moayyedi

In world regions where DXA is not available, accessible, or affordable, FRAX may be used without BMD input. However, the prediction of fracture risk is more robust when BMD is included. QUS devices are less expensive than DXA, use no radiation, are portable, and are available in many locations where DXA is not. Although QUS cannot be used to diagnose osteoporosis with the WHO criteria based on DXA-derived T-scores and QUS is not useful to monitor patients treated for osteoporosis, the question has been raised whether QUS-derived data can play a greater role in the management of osteoporosis. This subgroup was asked to review the medical evidence on the use of QUS-measured parameters of the calcaneus to assess fracture risk and whether these values could be included in the FRAX algorithm.

**FRAX Simplified Subgroup**

**Subcommittee Chair:** Jonathan D. Adachi  
**Subcommittee Members:** Adolfo Diez-Perez, David L. Kendler, Roman R. Lorenz, Basel K. Masri

FRAX input currently includes patient demographics (age, sex, height, weight) and the presence or absence of seven clinical risk factors for fracture, as well as optional femoral neck BMD. For the busy clinician, a simpler version of FRAX might offer greater clinical utility without significant loss of fracture predictability. This subgroup was asked whether FRAX was useful and accurate without BMD, and under what circumstances it might be appropriate to use FRAX without BMD. It was also charged with reviewing the evidence regarding the strength of each of the FRAX risk factors in predicting fracture risk, and whether fewer risk factors could be used with FRAX without significant loss of predictability. Finally, the validity of including the rate of bone loss as an additional risk factor in the FRAX algorithm was addressed.
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